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a b s t r a c t
The coordination methodologies of CAMBADA, a robotic soccer team designed to participate in the RoboCup Middle-Size League (MSL), are presented in this paper. The approach, which relies on information
sharing and integration within the team, is based on formations, ﬂexible positionings and dynamic role
and positioning assignment. Role assignment is carried out locally on each robot to increase its reactivity.
Positioning assignment is carried out at a lower frequency by a coach agent following a new prioritybased algorithm that maintains a competitive formation, covering the most important positionings when
malfunctions lead to a reduction of the team size. Coordinated procedures for passing and setplays have
also been implemented. With this design, CAMBADA reached the 1st place in RoboCup’2008 and the 3rd
place in RoboCup’2009. Competition results and performance measures computed from logs and videos
of real competition games are presented and discussed.
Ó 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
As robots become increasingly available in different areas of human activity, researchers are naturally prompted to investigate
how robots can cooperate with each other in order to perform different tasks. Moreover, progress in wireless communication technologies enables information sharing and explicit coordination
between robots. These are basic capabilities needed to support
sophisticated cooperation and coordination algorithms. Given this
increasing availability of robots and communication technologies,
multi-robot systems have, in the last two decades, been receiving
more and more attention from researchers [1–3].
Interest on multi-robot systems is further justiﬁed by the
advantages they offer with respect to single robots. First, some
tasks are simply too difﬁcult or impossible to be carried out by a
single robot. In other cases, by providing a larger work force, multi-robot systems can carry out tasks faster. Multi-robot systems
also facilitate scalability, as larger problems can often be solved
by adding more robots to the team. Finally, through their inherent
redundancy, multi-robot systems offer robustness, as they may
still work when a team member is damaged or malfunctioning.
These advantages make multi-robot systems useful in a variety
of domains, such as exploration of unknown or changing environments [4–6] (including such diverse applications as ecological
monitoring, rescue, de-mining or planetary exploration), mapping
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[7], foraging [8], transportation [9], manufacturing [10], intrusion
detection and patrolling [11,12], or even entertainment [13].
The development of multi-robot systems raises many new research issues, not found in isolated robots. These new issues are
concerned with how the individual robots can coordinate their actions to carry out the assigned tasks as efﬁciently as possible.
Among other issues, the following can be mentioned: How are different sub-tasks assigned to different robots [14,8,15]? How can
different roles be assigned to different robots [16–18]? If robots
need to move in formation, how can the formation be controlled
[2,19,20]? How can multi-robot plans be generated and/or executed [21,22]? Which information should robots exchange in order
to enable coordination [23,24]? How can multi-robot systems be
debugged [25,26]?
The authors have been addressing several of these issues in the
robotic soccer domain, currently a popular scenario and application for research in multi-robot systems. In particular, the authors
contributed to the development of CAMBADA, a RoboCup MiddleSize League (MSL) team (Fig. 1). The MSL is one of the most challenging leagues in RoboCup. Robotic players must be completely
autonomous and must play in a ﬁeld of 12 m  18 m [27]. Teams
are composed of at most ﬁve robots with a maximum height of
80 cm. Human interference is allowed only for removing malfunctioning robots and re-entering robots in the game.
Building a team for the MSL is a very challenging task, both at
the hardware and software levels. To be competitive, robots must
be robust, fast and possess a comprehensive set of sensors. At
the software level they must have an efﬁcient set of low-level skills
and must coordinate themselves to act as a team. Research
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Fig. 1. CAMBADA robotic team.

conducted within CAMBADA has led to developments concerning
hardware [28], computational and communications infrastructure
[29–31], vision system [32,33], monitoring/debugging [25] and
high-level deliberation and coordination [24,34]. This paper focuses on the last aspect, providing a detailed and up-to-date account of the currently used algorithms and their performance.
The complexity inherent to the MSL and, in particular, the difﬁculty of developing robots with robust sensorimotor capabilities
and informative perception capabilities explains why most teams
have implemented relatively simple coordination capabilities.
The more advanced teams achieve coordination through the
assignment of different roles to the robots [35,36,18]. Typically
there is, at least, an attacker, a defender, a supporter and a goalie.
As perception and sensorimotor capabilities become more sophisticated it will be possible to develop more sophisticated coordination algorithms. This trend is pushed further by the increase in
team size (number of robots) as well as ﬁeld size. A natural source
of inspiration is the RoboCup Soccer Simulation League, where
teams have been using coordination layers with strategy, tactics
and formations [37,16], coordination graphs [38] and reinforcement learning [39,40].
CAMBADA participated in several national and international
competitions, including RoboCup world championships (5th place
in 2007, 1st place in 2008, 3rd pace in 2009) and the Portuguese
Open Robotics Festival (3rd place in 2006, 1st place in 2007,
2008 and 2009). The excellent results obtained in RoboCup’2008
and RoboCup’2009 are largely due to the developed coordination
methodologies, as the CAMBADA robots are among the slowest in
the international competitions.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the hardware and software architectures of CAMBADA players and provides
details on the main software components involved in individual
decisions of the players. Section 3 describes how players share
information with teammates and how they integrate shared information. Sections 4 and 5 describe the adopted coordination methodologies. Section 6 presents and discusses competition results
and various performance measures. Section 7 concludes the paper.

electronics. The third layer contains a laptop computer, at 22.5 cm
from the ﬂoor, a catadioptric omnidirectional vision system, a frontal vision system (single camera) and an electronic compass, all
close to the maximum height of 80 cm.
The players are capable of holonomic motion, based on three
omnidirectional roller wheels. With the current motion system,
the robots can move at a maximum speed of 2.0 m/s. As mentioned, this is less than in many of the other MSL teams, which
can currently move at speeds typically between 2.5 and 4.0 m/s
(e.g. [41–44]). The mentioned vision system allows detecting objects, the ball, players, and ﬁeld lines on a radius of 5 m around
each player. The frontal camera allows detecting the ball further
away but is currently not used due to software stability problems
encountered when using both cameras simultaneously. Each
player also carries encoders, battery status sensors and, for detecting if the ball is kickable, an infra-red presence sensor.
The computational system in each robot is a set of processing
nodes (several small microcontrollers for basic perception and sensorimotor control plus a laptop for high-level deliberation) connected through a Controller Area Network (CAN). All
communications within the team are based on the standard wireless LAN protocol IEEE 802.11x proﬁting from large availability of
complying equipment. The team receives referees instructions
through a wired LAN TCP link.
On the main processing node (laptop), CAMBADA players run
several software processes that execute different activities, such
as image acquisition, image analysis, integration/deliberation and
communication with the low-level modules (Fig. 2). The order
and schedule of activation of these processes is performed by a
so-called process manager (Pman [31]). Pman stores the characteristics of each process to activate and allows the activation of recurrent tasks, settling phase control (through the deﬁnition of
temporal offsets), precedence restrictions, priorities, etc. The Pman
services allow changes in the temporal characteristics of the process schedule during run-time.
The top-level processing loop starts by integrating perception
information gathered locally by the player. This includes information coming from the vision processes, odometry information coming from the holonomic base, compass information and ball
presence information. All this information is stored in a shared
data structure called Real-Time Data Base (RTDB) [29]. The RTDB
has a local area, shared only among local processes, and a global
area, where players share their world models to the other players.
The global area is transparently updated and replicated in all players in real-time. Every 100 ms the shared area of the RTDB of each
robot (and of the coach) is communicated to the other robots using

2. Player architecture
CAMBADA robots (Fig. 1) were designed and completely built at
the University of Aveiro. Each robot ﬁts into a cylindrical envelope
with 485 mm in diameter. The mechanical structure of the players
is layered and modular. Each layer can easily be replaced. The components in the lower layer, namely motors, wheels, batteries and
an electromechanical kicker, are attached to an aluminum plate
placed 8 cm above the ﬂoor. The second layer contains the control

Fig. 2. Layered software architecture of CAMBADA players, from [28].
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UDP multicast. Sending times are chosen using an adaptive TDMA
algorithm that tries to avoid collisions among packets [45].
Selﬂocalization uses a sensor fusion engine based on the publicly available engine described in [46]. By integrating information
from ﬁeld line detection, this engine produces self position estimates with a high level of conﬁdence. Compass information is used
to resolve ambiguities and detect self-localization errors. The ﬁnal
fusion step is to integrate local information with information
shared by teammates. After this integration, part of the world state
is written to the global area of the RTDB.
Deliberation in CAMBADA considerably relies on the concepts of
role and behavior. Behaviors are the basic sensorimotor skills of the
robot, like moving to a speciﬁc position or kicking the ball. The set
of behaviors that are implemented in the CAMBADA agent are
adapted to its catadioptric omnidirectional vision and holonomic
driving systems. The combination of these technologies enhances
the set of possible behaviors when compared to a differential drive
robot or to an holonomic drive robot with a limited ﬁeld of view. In
brief, the current set of behaviors is the following:
bMove uses two symbolic parameters: the target position where
to move; and the position which the CAMBADA player should
be facing in its path to the target. The symbols used are OBall,
TheirGoal and OurGoal. This behavior may activate the functions of avoiding obstacles and avoiding the ball (used during
the game repositions to avoid collisions with the ball).
bMoveToAbs is another moving behavior; it allows the movement of the player to an absolute position in the game ﬁeld,
and also allows the player to face any given position. Obstacle
avoidance is also included.
bPassiveInter moves the player to the closest point in the ball
trajectory and waits there for the ball.
bDribble is used to dribble the ball towards a given relative
player direction.
bCatchBall is used to receive a pass. The player aligns itself with
the ball path and, when the ball is close, moves backwards to
soften the impact and more easily engage the ball.
bKick is used to kick the ball accurately to one 3D position,
either for shooting to goal or passing to a teammate. Preparing
for the kick involves determining the kick direction and power.
Polynomial functions, whose coefﬁcients were determined by
experimentation, are used to compute kick power based on distance to target. Different functions are used according to the
expected number of ball bounces, given the distance.
bGoalieDefend is the main behavior of the goalie.
Roles select the active behavior at each time step. During open
play, the CAMBADA agents use only three roles: RoleGoalie,
RoleSupporter and RoleStriker. The RoleGoalie is activated
for the goalkeeper. Further details about the developed roles and
respective coordination mechanisms will be presented in Sections
4 and 5.
Another important component of the deliberation process in
CAMBADA is based on a coach agent that runs in an external computer. The coach communicates with the robot agents using the
RTDB. This agent is used to deﬁne the positionings of the robots inside the current formation, as will be explained in Section 4.3.

3. Information sharing and integration
Sharing perceptional information in a team can improve the
accuracy of world models and, indirectly, the team coordination
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[23]. Therefore, information sharing and integration is one of the
key aspects in multi-robot teams.
In CAMBADA, each robot uses the information shared by the
other robots, obtained through the RTDB, to improve its knowledge
about the current positions and velocities of the other robots and of
the ball. It is very important for our coordination model that each
robot keeps an accurate estimate of the absolute position of the
ball, its own position and its teammates positions. The role assignment algorithm is based on the absolute positions of the ball, the
robot and its teammates. The teammates positions are not obtained through the vision system. They are obtained from the
teammates themselves through the RTDB.
Each agent communicates its own absolute position and velocity to all teammates as well as its ball information (position, velocity, visibility and engagement in robot), current role and current
behavior.
Multi-robot ball position integration has been used in the Middle-Size League by several teams [35,47]. In CAMBADA, multi-robot ball position integration is used to maintain an updated
estimate of the ball position, when the vision subsystem cannot
detect the ball, and to validate robot’s own ball position estimate,
when the vision subsystem detects a ball.
Currently, a simple integration algorithm is used. When the
agent does not see the ball, it analyzes the ball information of playing teammates. The analysis consists in the calculation of the mean
and standard deviation of the ball positions, then discarding the
values considered as outliers of ball position, and ﬁnally using
the ball information of the teammate that has a shorter distance
to the ball. To determine if the agent sees a fake ball, i.e., to validate
the robot’s own perception, we use a similar algorithm.
Communication is also used to convey the coordination status
of each robot allowing robots to detect uncoordinated behavior
(e.g., several robots with the same exclusive role) and to correct
this situation reinforcing the reliability of coordination algorithms.
The communication between the base station and the robots informs the team of the active play mode (decided by the referee).
During development, the base station can be used to control several robotic agent characteristics like ﬁxed roles, manually activated self-positioning, etc, all managed through the RTDB.
4. Positionings and roles in open play
For open play, CAMBADA uses an implicit coordination model
based on notions like strategic positioning, role and formation.
These notions and related algorithms have been introduced and/
or extensively explored in the RoboCup Soccer Simulation League
[16,17].
The concept of formation adopted in CAMBADA is mostly the
same as the one presented in [16]. The model that was used to deﬁne the strategic positions of the formation members for each situation is derived from [17]. However, these and other methods
developed in the Simulation League assume that team size is constant. In the MSL we must deal with incomplete formations, resulting from referee orders or malfunctioning robots.
4.1. Formations and strategic positionings
A formation deﬁnes a movement model for the robotic players.
Formations are sets of strategic positionings, where each positioning is a movement model for a speciﬁc player. The assignment of
players to speciﬁc positionings is dynamic, and it is done according
to some rules described below. Each positioning is speciﬁed by
three elements:
Home position which is the target position of the player when
the ball is at the center of the ﬁeld.
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4.3. Role and positioning assignment

Fig. 3. Target player positions for several different ball positions.

Region of the ﬁeld where the player can move.
Ball attraction parameters used to compute the target position of
the player in each moment based on the current ball position.
All these items of information are given in a strategy conﬁguration ﬁle. Using different home positions and attraction parameters
for the positionings allows a simple deﬁnition of defensive, wing,
midﬁelder and attack strategic movement models. Fig. 3 shows
the formation of the team used in RoboCup’2008 for several ball
positions.
The deﬁnition of a formation in terms of strategic positionings
was introduced in the SBSP model [17] for the Soccer Simulation
League. This model also introduced speciﬁc notions of tactic and
strategy, which are currently not used in CAMBADA.

4.2. Roles in open play
Each role has an associated hierarchical ﬁnite-state machine
that decides the behavior to be used for each of its states based
on the current world state [24]. Using an hierarchical ﬁnite state
machine enables the modeling of transitions between states with
different levels of importance. Certain super-states (states that include other states) may be exited by the activation of one of these
high priority conditions, without having to consider an identical
transition from each of the their substates.
As mentioned before, the CAMBADA players use only three roles
in play-on mode: RoleGoalie, activated for the goalkeeper, RoleSupporter and RoleStriker. RoleStriker is an ‘‘active player”
role. It tries to catch the ball and score goals. The striker activates
several behaviors that try to engage the ball (bMove, bMoveToAbs),
get into the opponent’s side avoiding obstacles (bDribble) and shoot
to the goal (bKick). The bDribble behavior can perform 180 degrees
turns while keeping possession of the ball.
In a consistent role assignment, only one player at a time takes
on the role of striker. The striker is helped by other teammates
which take on RoleSupporter [24]. Supporters maintain their
target positions as determined by their current positioning assignments and the current ball position. To this end, they use essentially the bMoveToAbs behavior. As a result, supporters
accompany the striker as it plays along the ﬁeld, without interfering. In case the ball is captured by the opponent, some supporter
hopefully will be in a good position to become the new striker.
Occasionally, supporters can take a more active behavior. This happens when the striker cannot progress with the ball towards the
opponent goal and, instead, the ball remains behind the striker
for more than some pre-deﬁned time (2 s in the adopted conﬁguration). In this case, the closest supporter to the ball also approaches the ball, acting as ‘‘backup striker”.

Previous work on role assignment algorithms for robotic soccer
is based on the concept of role exchange, measuring the utility of
that exchange to decide its activation [37,16]. However, in MSL
the number of available players varies as a result of several common situations, namely hardware and software malfunctions and
referee orders. As the number of robots is small and varies a lot,
the usefulness of role exchanges is reduced. The algorithms used
in CAMBADA for role and positioning assignment are based on considering different priorities for the different roles and positionings,
so that the most important ones are always covered [34].
In CAMBADA, the algorithms for role assignment and positioning assignment are separated and run at different rates. Role
assignment is decided locally by each robot, every cycle (40 ms),
based on its current world model. The positioning assignment is
decided by the coach and communicated to the agents, through
the RTDB, every second. We believe this is an improvement over
previous approaches [37,16], in which role and positioning assignment were integrated. The adopted separation provides a very
reactive role assignment to cope with the high dynamics of MSL
games, and a more stable and consistent positioning assignment.
In case the coach fails, robots are prepared to run the positioning
assignment algorithm locally.
During open play, from the robots that see the ball, the one that
estimates having the closest distance to the ball takes on
RoleStriker, and all others, except the goalie, take on RoleSupporter. Because world models are not identical, in some situations
more than one robot may be assigned RoleStriker, but the
results provided in Section 6 show that this situation is very rare.
The positioning assignment algorithm decides the place in the
formation that each robot should occupy (see Fig. 4). Consider a
formation with N positionings and a team of K 6 N available ﬁeld
players (not counting the goalkeeper which has a ﬁxed role). To assign the positioning to each robot, the distances of each of the robots to each of the target positions are calculated.
Then the closest robot to the highest priority strategic positioning is assigned to that positioning, which is in turn the closest to
the ball. From the remaining K 1 robots, the closest to the
defensive positioning (second highest priority) is assigned to this
positioning, then the closest to the third level priority positioning

Fig. 4. CAMBADA positioning assignment algorithm.
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is assigned next and the algorithm continues until all active robots
have positionings assigned. The robot assigned to the highest priority positioning will in most cases be locally assigned to
RoleStriker and will not move to that positioning, but will position itself close to the ball assuring the stability of the assignment.
This algorithm results in the RoleStriker having top priority, followed by the defensive positioning, followed by the other supporter positionings.

Table 1
Coordinated actions in a pass.
RolePasser
PassFlag TRYING_TO_PASS
Align to receiver
Kick the ball
PassFlag BALL_PASSED
Move to next position

RoleReceiver
Align to Passer
PassFlag READY

Catch ball

5. Coordinated procedures
Coordinated procedures are short plans executed by at least two
robots. These plans in some cases involve communication resulting
in explicit coordination. In the case of CAMBADA coordinated procedures are used for passes and set plays.
5.1. Passes
Passing is a coordinated behavior involving two players, in
which one kicks the ball towards the other, so that the other can
continue with the ball. Until now, MSL teams have shown limited
success in implementing and demonstrating passes. In RoboCup’2004, some teams had already implemented passes, but the
functionality was not robust enough to actually be useful in games
[13,48]. The CoPS and Tribots team also support pass play [49,40].
Two player roles have recently been developed for coordinated
passes in the CAMBADA team. In the general case, the player running RoleStriker may decide to take on RolePasser, choosing
the player to receive the ball. After being notiﬁed, the second
player takes on the RoleReceiver.
These roles have not been used yet for open play in international competition games, but they have been demonstrated in
RoboCup’2008 MSL Free Technical Challenge and a similar mechanism has been used for corner kicks (see below). In the free challenge, two robots alternately took on the roles of passer and
receiver until one of them was in a position to score a goal (Fig. 5).
The sequence of actions on both players is described in Table 1.
They start from their own side of the ﬁeld and, after each pass, the
passer moves forward in the ﬁeld, then becoming the receiver of
the next pass. The coordination between passer and receiver is
based on passing ﬂags, one for each player, which can take the following values: READY, TRYING_TO_PASS and BALL_PASSED. In the
case of a normal game, another pass coordination variable would
identify the receiver.
5.2. Set plays
Another methodology implemented in CAMBADA is the use of
coordinated procedures for set plays, i.e. situations when the ball

Fig. 5. Sequence of passes demonstrated in the free challenge of RoboCup’2008.

is introduced in open play after a stoppage, such as kick-off,
throw-in, corner kick, free kick and goal kick. Set play procedures
deﬁne a sequence of behaviors for several robots in a coordinated
way. For that purpose, the involved players take on speciﬁc roles.
This role-based implementation of set plays not only was easy to
integrate within the previous agent architecture, but also facilitated the test and tune of different possibilities allowing for very
efﬁcient ﬁnal implementations.
RoleToucher and RoleReplacer are used to overcome the
2008 MSL indirect rule in the case of indirect set pieces against
the opponent [27]. The purpose of RoleToucher is to touch the
ball and leave it to the RoleReplacer player. The replacer handles
the ball only after it has been touched by the toucher. This scheme
allows the replacer to score a direct goal if the opportunity arises.
Two toucher–replacer procedures are implemented. In the case
of corner kicks, the toucher passes the ball to the replacer and the
replacer continues with the ball (see pseudo-code in Fig. 6). The
passing algorithm is as explained above.
Another toucher–replacer procedure is used in the case of
throw-in, goal kick and free kick set plays. Here, the toucher approaches and touches the ball pushing it towards the replacer until
the ball is engaged by the replacer, then withdraws leaving the ball
to the replacer. The replacer also moves towards the ball, grabs it,
waits that the toucher moves away and then shoots to the opponent goal. It should be noted that both the toucher and the replacer
position themselves on the shoot line, so that, as soon as the toucher moves away, the replacer is ready to shoot. For the kick-off,
a similar procedure is followed, but without reference to the shoot
line, since the involved robots must be in their own side of the
ﬁeld.
This scheme has been updated in 2009 to comply with the new
rule that only allows one robot of the team performing the set
piece (and none from the opponent team) within the 1 m circle
around the ball and obliges the ball to be immediately kicked
and to roll free on the ﬁeld for at least 0.5 m. In 2009, the RoleReplacer passes the ball to one of, possibly multiple, robots acting
as RoleReceiver. Before passing, an evaluation of the passing
corridors is performed jointly by the Replacer and all Receivers
and results are shared through the RTDB. It is the responsibility
of the Replacer to choose the destination of the pass, which is also
communicated through the RTDB before pass execution.
Finally, in the case of set pieces against CAMBADA, RoleBarrier
is used to protect the goal from a direct shoot. The line connecting

Fig. 6. Replacer role algorithm for corner kicks.
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not played due to absence of the opponent. For two other games,
the log ﬁles were lost. Thus, the results presented below are extracted from log ﬁles of the remaining 10 games. Some additional
results were extracted from the semi-ﬁnal game in RoboCup’2009.
Finally, RoboCup’2008 and RoboCup’2009 competition results will
also be presented.
6.1. General game features

Fig. 7. Placement of RoleBarrier players.

the ball to the own goal deﬁnes the barrier positions. One player
places itself on this line, as close to the ball as it is allowed. Two players place themselves near the penalty area. One player is placed near
the ball, 45 degrees from the mentioned line, so that it can observe
the ball coming into play and report that to teammates. Finally,
one player positions itself in such a way that it can oppose to the progression of the ball through the closest side of the ﬁeld. The placement of players is illustrated in Fig. 7.
The assignment of the RoleBarrier, RoleReceiver,
RoleReplacer and RoleToucher roles is executed by sorting
the agents according to their perceived distances to the ball and
selecting the closest ones, up to the maximum number of agents
in each role. When selecting a role like the RoleReplacer, which
is exclusive, the agent looks at the other teammates role decisions
and if it ﬁnds a RoleReplacer with a lower uniform number it
will never select that role. A similar approach is performed for
the other exclusive roles. This assignment is always performed locally by each robot. Robots that are not assigned setplay speciﬁc
roles are assigned the supporter role with a positioning that does
not interfere with the setplay.
As soon as the setplay ﬁnishes, either because of a timeout or
because all the setplay actions have been performed with success,
the robots assigned with speciﬁc setplay roles return to an open
play role using the role assignment algorithm previously described.

Three main classes of game states are open play, set piece
against CAMBADA and set piece for CAMBADA. Table 2 shows
the respective time distribution in percentage of full game duration, computed over the 10 game logs mentioned above. The time
spent in set pieces, considerably higher than what might be expected, results from the dynamics in MSL games. In fact, robots fast
moving capabilities (up to 4 m/s) and powerful ball kicking capabilities are not accompanied by sufﬁciently effective ball control
capabilities, thus causing various types of set pieces. The time
spent in set pieces justiﬁes the investment in the development of
the replacer/toucher combination in CAMBADA. A high efﬁciency
rate in set pieces makes a real difference in the ﬁnal team
performance.
Another common feature in MSL teams is that, due to reliability
issues, the number of playing ﬁeld robots is often less than the
maximum of ﬁve. Table 3 shows the average percentage of game
time (in the 10 mentioned game logs) for different numbers of
playing ﬁeld robots in the CAMBADA team.
The average number of running ﬁeld robots for the CAMBADA
team was 3.98. This reveals the reliability problems that were
experienced mostly in the beginning of the championship. These
were solved to some extent during the championship and reliability improved in later games. In the ﬁnal game the average number
of running ﬁeld robots was 4.33.
Capabilities for shooting to goal, although not directly based on
coordination methodologies, are essential for a team’s success.
Fig. 8 shows the location from where the ball was shot to goal in
the RoboCup’2008 MSL ﬁnal (CAMBADA-TechUnited). CAMBADA
showed good scoring abilities in the competition. Table 4 shows
the results of all the shots made in the ﬁnal game within 9 m of

Table 3
Percentage of game time for different numbers of playing ﬁeld robots.

6. Performance evaluation

Number of robots
Time (%)

0
0.3

1
4.5

2
3.5

3
16.1

4
39.3

5
36.3

The CAMBADA team participated and won the MSL world
championship in RoboCup’2008 (Suzhou, China, July 2008) and
achieved a distinct 3rd place in RoboCup’2009 (Graz, Austria, July
2009). Most performance evaluation measures presented in this
Section were obtained by analyzing log ﬁles and videos of games
in the RoboCup championships. The logs are created by the coach
agent. At 1 s intervals, the coach takes a snapshot of relevant information retrieved from each robot, including current role, strategic
positioning, behavior, self position and ball position. A software
tool was developed to analyze game logs and extract relevant evaluation measures. Most of the information presented below was extracted from the RoboCup’2008 logs. As the CAMBADA team made
it to the ﬁnal, it was scheduled to play 13 games. One of them was

Table 2
Time distribution for different classes of game states.
Game state

% Time

Open play
Set piece for
Set piece against

53.1
21.5
25.4

Fig. 8. Shoot locations in the ﬁnal CAMBADA (black, on the left)–Tech United
(white, on the right) game in RoboCup’2008 (shoots are circles and goals are sunlike forms).
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Table 4
Goal scoring performance.
Result

Number

Missed
Post/bar
Defended
Goal

1
2
5
7

Total

15

Table 5
Average time spent by players in different roles (in
%) and respective standard deviation.
Role

% Time

RoleStriker
RoleSupporter
RoleToucher
RoleReplacer
RoleBarrier
RoleParking

10.4 ± 5.2
45.2 ± 10.0
5.9 ± 4.1
5.6 ± 4.6
28.4 ± 6.5
4.4 ± 6.4

the opponent goal (for larger distances, a shot does not have enough power to pose a real threat to the opponent team). A total
of 15 shots were made, of which 1 was missed, 1 hit the post
and another hit the bar. The remaining 12 hit the intended target
within the goal. This gives an accuracy rating of 80%. From all
the 15 shots made, 7 resulted in a goal being scored. This gives a
goal scoring success rate (within 9 m) of 46.7%.
This high success rate is the result of accurate ball placing when
kicking. In 5 of the 7 scored goals, the goalkeeper was actually well
positioned and in the path of the ball. However, the accurate calibration and power selection for each kick made the ball reach the
opponent goal at an height slightly above 80 cm which effectively
caused it to go over the goalkeeper, and thus creating a shot that is
very difﬁcult to defend.
6.2. Roles and behaviors
Table 5 shows the average percentage of time any given player
spends in each role, with respect to the total time the player is active in each game. It can be observed that players spend a considerable amount of time (45.2%) as RoleSupporter. This is to be
expected since there may be up to four players with the Supporter
role in open play, while there is at most one player acting as
RoleStriker. This largely explains why the RoleStriker time
is approximately 1/4 of the RoleSupporter time. The small deviation from the exact 1/4 relation is explained by two main factors:
ﬁrst, RoleSupporter is also taken by some players during set
plays for CAMBADA; and, second, the number of ﬁeld robots is often less than the maximum of ﬁve, as described above.
It can also be seen that more time is spent in set plays against
CAMBADA (28.4%, since usually four players take the Barrier role
in these situations) than in set plays against the opponent (11.5%
in Toucher and Replacer roles). RoleParking moves robots outside
of the ﬁeld at the end of the ﬁrst half and at the end of the game.

A more in-depth perspective is given by Table 6, which shows
the role time distribution across the three classes of game states.
It can be seen that in open play basically only RoleStriker and
RoleSupporter are used. In set pieces for CAMBADA, players take
the roles of RoleReplacer, RoleToucher and RoleSupporter.
In set pieces against CAMBADA, all ﬁeld robots act is RoleBarrier.
Underlying the numbers in Table 6 is the fact, already mentioned
above, that CAMBADA had an average of nearly four ﬁeld players.
That explains why the time spent as supporter in open play is
approximately three times that of striker, and the time spent as
supporter in set pieces for CAMBADA is approximately two times
that of toucher or replacer.
Table 7 shows the average percentage of time any given player
spends running each implemented behavior. The second column of
the table shows such percentages irrespective of the role taken.
The third column shows the percentages of time considering only
the periods in which players are acting as RoleStriker.
These values highlight the speciﬁcity of RoleStriker: much
less time moving to absolute positions, since the striker most of
the time ignores its strategic positioning assignment; much more
time in moving (to the ball), dribbling and kicking.
6.3. Coordination
In the ﬁnal game of RoboCup’2008 (CAMBADA-TechUnited), the
ball was in the opponent’s side 73% of time, mainly in the center of
the ﬁeld towards the opponent’s side. While this certainly results
from the combination of several factors, the CAMBADA’s coordination approach has certainly helped in achieving such high ﬁeld
dominance.
Some measures of coordination performance have been extracted. According to the logs, players change roles 2.02 ± 1.02
times per minute. As role assignment is distributed (implicit coordination), it occasionally happens that two players take on
RoleStriker at the same time. On average, all inconsistencies
in the assignment of the Striker role have a combined total duration of 20.9 ± 27.4 s in a game (30 min), i.e., the mean inconsistency time is about 1.2% of game duration. The high standard
deviation results mainly from one game in which, due to magnetic
interference, localization errors were higher than normal. In that
game, role inconsistencies occurred 45 times for a combined total
of 101 s.
Concerning strategic positionings, relevant mainly to supporters, the average distance of the player to its target position is
1.38 ± 0.48 m. The strategic positioning assignment for each player
is changed on average 9.83 ± 2.23 times per minute.
As the CAMBADA players do not track the positions and actions
of the opponent players, it is not possible to compute an exact

Table 7
Average time (±standard deviation) spent by players running different behaviors.
Behavior

% Time (any role)

% Time (striker)

bMove
bMoveToAbs
bDribble
bKick
bCatchBall

4.9 ± 3.0
74.7 ± 12.6
1.4 ± 1.2
1.8 ± 1.5
0.2 ± 0.3

43.7 ± 4.4
25.3 ± 4.7
13.4 ± 4.5
14.6 ± 7.7

Table 6
Average time spent by players in different roles (in %) for different game states.
Role

Open play

Set piece for

Set piece against

RoleStriker
RoleSupporter
RoleToucher
RoleReplacer
RoleBarrier

24.3
75.3
0.4
0.0
0.0

0.3
51.5
23.7
24.5
0.0

0.4
0.3
0.0
0.0
99.3

Table 8
Measures related to ball possession (average ± standard deviation).
Average minimum distance to the ball (m)
Time with ball visible (%)
Time with ball engaged (%)

1.25 ± 0.33
91.7 ± 3.5
9.8 ± 4.7
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Table 9
Set-piece performance in the RoboCup’2008 ﬁnal game.

Table 12
Outcomes of set pieces correctly executed in the RoboCup’2009 semi-ﬁnal game.

Set piece

# Occurrences

# Correct

Kick-off
Free kick
Throw in
Goal kick
Corner kick

2
1
6
10
2

2
1
5
8
2

Total

21

18

measure of ball possession. However, the game logs enable to compute related measures, as shown in Table 8. The closest player to
the ball is at an average distance of 1.2 m from the ball (the ﬁeld
is 18 m  12 m). The ball is perceived by at least one robot of the
CAMBADA team 91.7% of the time. The ball is engaged in a robots
grabber device 9.8% of the time.
Some additional analysis was carried out based on the logs of
the RoboCup’2008 ﬁnal game. Table 9 provides information on
set pieces, identifying the total number of times each set piece
was executed as well as the number of times it was correctly
executed.
In RoboCup’2008 ﬁnal game there were 21 set pieces, of which
18 were correctly executed (85.7%). The failed throw-in occurred
due to magnetic interference in one area of the ﬁeld, causing the
robot to mislocalize itself. The two missed goal kicks occurred because the movement of the robot acting as RoleToucher, while
pushing the ball towards the Replacer, was not accurately aligned
and did not succeed in delivering the ball to the Replacer. This can
be due to some small localization errors experienced near the goal
kick marker.
Table 10 provides information on goal scoring success in set
piece situations in which the set piece procedure was correctly
executed and the distance to the opponent goal was less than
9 m. In the six set pieces for CAMBADA, carried out under these
conditions, four resulted in a goal being scored. This is a very good
success rate. It should be noted that from the seven goals scored in
this game, four resulted from set pieces. This shows the importance
of having accurate, reliable and swift set pieces in MSL games.
These high values were observed consistently throughout the
whole championship. They were crucial in the teams success, proving to be a powerful asset for achieving victories.
An identical analysis was performed based on the logs of the
RoboCup’2009 semi-ﬁnal game, in which CAMBADA played against

Table 10
Goal scoring performance in set piece situations.
Set piece

# Occurrences

# Success

Kick-off
Free kick
Throw in

2
1
3

2
0
2

Total

6

4

Table 11
Set-piece performance in the RoboCup’2009 semi-ﬁnal game.
Set piece

# Occurrences

# Correct

Kick-off
Free kick
Throw in
Goal kick
Corner kick

3
6
13
2
1

3
4
11
1
1

Total

25

20

Outcome

# Occurrences

%

Receiver blocked by opponent
Ball off the ﬁeld through goal line
Ball hits goal framework
Goalkeeper defense
Receiver dribbling with ball

12
3
2
2
1

60
15
10
10
5

Total

20

100

Table 13
RoboCup’2008 competition results.
# Games
Round-robin 1
Round-robin 2
Round-robin 3
Semi-ﬁnal
Final
Total

# Goals scored

# Goals suffered

# Points

5
4
2
1
1

41
16
5
4
7

2
3
2
3
1

15
9
3
3
3

13

73

11

33

Table 14
RoboCup’2009 competition results.
# Games
Round-robin 1
Round-robin 2
Round-robin 3
Semi-ﬁnal
3rd Place
Total

# Goals scored

# Goals suffered

# Points

6
4
2
1
1

38
23
7
0
3

6
2
2
2
1

15
12
6
0
3

14

71

13

36

the same opponent of the 2008 ﬁnal: Tech United. Table 11 shows
the obtained results.
In RoboCup’2009 the number of set pieces in the semi-ﬁnal
(against Tech United) was 25, of which 20 were correctly executed
(80%). It should be noticed that 2009 rules make it much more difﬁcult to control the ball during the execution of the coordinated
procedure following a set piece. While in 2008 the ball moved very
little during the execution of the coordinated procedure (robots
moved to touch the ball and then the replacer shoots to goal),
the 2009 MSL rules make it obligatory for the ball to roll free for
at least 0.5 m. This gives more time for the opponent team to react
and forces the interception of a moving ball, a capability that is still
not perfectly performed with the current robots. The outcomes of
the 20 set pieces that were correctly executed in that semi-ﬁnal
can be observed in Table 12.
6.4. Competition results
Tables 13 and 14 present the competition results of CAMBADA
in RoboCup’2008 and RoboCup’2009. In 2008, the team won 11 out
of 13 games, scoring a total of 73 goals and suffering only 11 goals.
The participation in 2009 also resulted in the team winning 12 of
the 14 played games, scoring a total of 71 goals, far more than
any other team, and suffering 13 goals.

7. Conclusion
This paper presented and evaluated the coordination methodologies of CAMBADA, one of the top teams in RoboCup MSL world
championships (champion in RoboCup’2008, 3rd place winner in
RoboCup’2009).
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During open play, an implicit coordination approach, based on
formations, ﬂexible positionings and dynamic role and positioning
assignment, is used. The positioning of the team adapts to the
external game conditions and maintains a strong defense and a
good backup to the striker role. This is achieved through prioritybased positioning/role assignment algorithms that maintain a
competitive formation even when robot malfunctions decrease
the number of ﬁeld players. The positioning assignment algorithm
is focused on covering the most important roles/positionings and
differs substantially from previously presented algorithms that
were based on role exchange. The success of the approach can be
seen, not only from the competition results, but also from the detailed analysis of game logs and videos, as presented in the paper.
More importantly, and this is one of the clearest evidences, the
good competition results were obtained despite the fact that
CAMBADA robots clearly move at low speed (2 m/s), when compared to most of the main competitors which move faster (2.5–
4 m/s).
The development of pre-deﬁned role-based set plays proved to
be very efﬁcient both during the development phase, and during
their execution in games. More than half of the 73 scored goals
are direct result of these set plays.
One of the most signiﬁcant aspects of this work is the integration of the described coordination methodologies in a complex
multi-robot system and their validation in the challenging RoboCup MSL competition scenario. This contrasts with many other approaches described in the literature, which are often validated in
more controlled robotic environments, if not in simulation.
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